
Winter 2022/23 Early Booking Bonus 

 
Winter 22/23 EBB: Get a guaranteed 20% off all premium rooms (Deluxe, Suites, Villas & Chalets) and 

guaranteed 15% off all superior rooms when booking holidays between the 25th and the 27th January 

2022 with a departure between the 5th November 2022 and the 1st July 2023. From the 28th January 

2022, the 20% off discount on premium rooms will not be available anymore and the 15% off discount 

on superior rooms will not be guaranteed anymore and subject to availability and quota. This offer 

is only valid for guests 4 years and above when booking a ski resort and 6 years and above when 

booking a sun resort, except CM2 and Cefalu where the discount is only valid to guests from 8 years 

old. This offer is valid for a minimum stay of 2 nights when available. The maximum saving for Club 

Med standard and superior rooms per adult or child is £430 for a 7 nights stay. The maximum saving 

for Club Med villas, deluxe and suites per adult or child is £770 for a 7 nights stay. The discount is 

only applicable on the land part of the stay, when booking a holiday with flights the discount will not 

apply on the price of the flights. The full saving and price will be provided at the time of booking. 

PLEASE NOTE: There is no cash alternative. The Early Booking Bonus does not apply to any additional 

costs such as children’s clubs for under 4 years old or baby-sitting, membership fees, taxes, 

excursions, special courses, spa packages, premium drinks, meals at extra cost at some of the 

Speciality Restaurants and private sports tuition. Once your booking under the Early Booking Bonus 

has been confirmed, your booking will be subject to the General Booking Conditions with the 

exception of clauses 3.1 (‘modification of holidays’) and 3.2 (‘Name or date of birth changes before 

travel’) which for the purpose of this offer are amended as follows: Once your booking under the 

Early Bird Offer is confirmed, should you wish to change Resort and/or departure or return date, you 

will forfeit the reduction of the offer, unless you change to another holiday available under the same 

offer, in which case the reduction will be applied to the new holiday when it is confirmed by Club 

Med, if the conditions of the offer are applicable. Should you wish to transfer a booking made under 

this offer to a suitable third party, the reduction attached to this offer, which was applied at the 

time you originally booked your holiday, is not transferable to the third party. The reduction will only 

be applied from the date the transfer is confirmed by Club Med if the conditions of the offer are 

applicable. 

 

Black Friday 2021 

 
Black Friday 2021: Save up to 20% off when booking holidays between the 16th and the 30th November 

2021 inclusive with departures between the 20th November 2021 and the 6th May 2022. This discount 

is subject to availability and quota and is only valid for guests 4 years and above when booking a ski 

resort and 6 years and above when booking a summer resort, except CM2 and Cefalu where the 

discount is only valid to persons 8 years +. This offer is valid for a minimum stay of 2 nights when this 

length of stay is available. The maximum saving for Club Med standard and superior rooms per adult 

or child is £530 for 7 nights stay. The maximum saving for Club Med villas, deluxe and suites per adult 

or child is £710 for 7 nights stay. The full saving and price will be provided at the time of booking. 

For the resorts of Da Balaia, La Pointe aux Canonniers, La Plantation d'Albion, Albion Villas, Arcs 

Panorama, Grand Massif Samoens and Grand Massif Chalets, the discount is applicable only on the 

land part of the stay. Please note: There is no cash alternative. This promotion does not apply to any 

additional costs such as children’s clubs for under 4 years or baby-sitting, membership fees, taxes, 

excursions, special courses, spa packages, premium drinks, meals at extra cost at some of the 

Speciality Restaurants and private sports tuition. Once your booking under this offer has been 

confirmed, your booking will be subject to the General Booking Conditions. Should you wish to change 

Resort and/or departure or return date, you will forfeit the reduction of the offer, unless you change 

to another holiday available under the same offer, in which case the reduction will be applied to the 

new holiday when it is confirmed by Club Med, if the conditions of the offer are applicable. Should 

you wish to transfer a booking made under this offer to a suitable third party, the reduction attached 

to this offer, which was applied at the time you originally booked your holiday, is not transferable to 

the third party. The reduction will only be applied from the date the transfer is confirmed by Club 

Med if the conditions of the offer are applicable. 



 

Summer 2022 Early Booking Bonus 

 
Summer 22 EBB: Get a guaranteed 15% off when booking holidays between the 12th and the 14th 

October 2021 with a departure between the 7th May and the 10th December 2022. After this date, 

from the 15th October 2021, the 15% off discount is not guaranteed anymore and subject to 

availability and quota. This discount is only valid for guests 6 years and above when booking a sun 

resort, except CM2 and Cefalu where the discount is only valid to persons 8 years +. This offer is valid 

for a minimum stay of 2 nights. The maximum saving for Club Med standard and superior rooms per 

adult or child is £96 for a 2 nights stay, £117 for a 3 nights stay, £157 for a 4 nights stay, £313 for a 

5 nights stay, £374 for a 6 nights stay, £435 for a 7 nights stay, £465 for a 8 nights stay, £496 for a 9 

nights stay, £526 for a 10 nights stay, £557 for a 11 nights stay, £587 for a 12 nights stay, £618 for a 

13 nights stay and £648 for a 14+ nights stay. The maximum saving for Club Med villas, deluxe and 

suites per adult or child is £113 for a 2 nights stay, £157 for a 3 nights stay, £209 for a 4 nights stay, 

£435 for a 5 nights stay, £522 for a 6 nights stay, £609 for a 7 nights stay, £653 for a 8 nights stay, 

£696 for a 9 nights stay, £740 for a 10 nights stay, £783 for a 11 nights stay, £827 for a 12 nights stay, 

£870 for a 13 nights stay and £914 for a 14+ nights stay. This cheapest price guarantee is only available 

on the land part of the package. This excludes discounts as part of our Flash Sales and Last Minute 

Offers. The full saving and price will be provided at the time of booking. For the resorts of Cancun, 

Da Balaia, La Pointe aux Canonniers, La Plantation d'Albion, Albion Villas, Cefalu, Marrakech, Kani, 

Finolhu Villas, Quebec Charlevoix, Les Boucaniers Arcs Panorama, Magna Marbella and Grand Massif 

Samoens, the discount is applicable only on the land part of the stay. PLEASE NOTE: There is no cash 

alternative. The Early Booking Bonus does not apply to any additional costs such as children’s clubs 

for under 4 years old or baby-sitting, membership fees, taxes, excursions, special courses, spa 

packages, premium drinks, meals at extra cost at some of the Speciality Restaurants and private 

sports tuition. Once your booking under the Early Booking Bonus has been confirmed, your booking 

will be subject to the General Booking Conditions with the exception of clauses 3.1 (‘modification of 

holidays’) and 3.2 (‘Name or date of birth changes before travel’) which for the purpose of this offer 

are amended as follows: Once your booking under the Early Bird Offer is confirmed, should you wish 

to change Resort and/or departure or return date, you will forfeit the reduction of the offer, unless 

you change to another holiday available under the same offer, in which case the reduction will be 

applied to the new holiday when it is confirmed by Club Med, if the conditions of the offer are 

applicable. Should you wish to transfer a booking made under this offer to a suitable third party, the 

reduction attached to this offer, which was applied at the time you originally booked your holiday, 

is not transferable to the third party. The reduction will only be applied from the date the transfer 

is confirmed by Club Med if the conditions of the offer are applicable. 

 

Winter 2021/22 Early Booking Bonus 

 
Winter 21/22 EBB: Get up to 15% off when booking holidays with a departure between the 7th 

November 2021 and the 30th April 2022. This discount is only valid for guests 4 years and above when 

booking a ski resorts  and  6 years and above when booking a sun resort, except CM2 and Cefalu where 

the discount is only valid to persons 8 years +. This offer is valid for a minimum stay of 3 nights. The 

maximum saving for Club Med standard and superior rooms per adult or child is £120 for a 3 nights 

stay, £160 for a 4 nights stay, £320 for a 5 nights stay, £380 for a 6 nights stay, £445 for a 7 nights 

stay, £475 for a 8 nights stay, £507 for a 9 nights stay, £538 for a 10 nights stay, £570 for a 11 nights 

stay, £600 for a 12 nights stay, £630 for a 13 nights stay and £660 for a 14+ nights stay. The maximum 

saving for Club Med villas, deluxe and suites per adult or child is £160 for a 3 nights stay, £214 for a 

4 nights stay, £445 for a 5 nights stay, £534 for a 6 nights stay, £623 for a 7 nights stay, £668 for a 8 

nights stay, £712 for a 9 nights stay, £757 for a 10 nights stay, £801 for a 11 nights stay, £846 for a 

12 nights stay, £890 for a 13 nights stay and £935 for a 14+ nights stay. This cheapest price guarantee 

is only available on the land part of the package. This excludes discounts as part of our Flash Sales 

and Last Minute Offers. The full saving and price will be provided at the time of booking. For the 

resorts of Cancun, Da Balaia, La Pointe aux Canonniers and La Plantation d'Albion, the discount is 



applicable only on the land part of the stay. PLEASE NOTE: There is no cash alternative. The Early 

Booking Bonus does not apply to any additional costs such as children’s clubs for under 4 years or 

baby-sitting, membership fees, taxes, excursions, special courses, spa packages, premium drinks, 

meals at extra cost at some of the Speciality Restaurants and private sports tuition. Once your 

booking under the Early Booking Bonus has been confirmed, your booking will be subject to the 

General Booking Conditions with the exception of clauses 3.1 (‘modification of holidays’) and 3.2 

(‘Name or date of birth changes before travel’) which for the purpose of this offer are amended as 

follows: Once your booking under the Early Bird Offer is confirmed, should you wish to change Resort 

and/or departure or return date, you will forfeit the reduction of the offer, unless you change to 

another holiday available under the same offer, in which case the reduction will be applied to the 

new holiday when it is confirmed by Club Med, if the conditions of the offer are applicable. Should 

you wish to transfer a booking made under this offer to a suitable third party, the reduction attached 

to this offer, which was applied at the time you originally booked your holiday, is not transferable to 

the third party. The reduction will only be applied from the date the transfer is confirmed by Club 

Med if the conditions of the offer are applicable. 
  


